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Apex-oxygen-atom tunneling as source of anomalous low-temperature specific heat
in high-T, superconductors
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A model is proposed in which the quantum tunneling of the apex oxygen atom is coupled to the
quasiparticle excitations of the superconducting state. A path-integral formulation allows one to renor-
malize the coupling constant as a function of temperature. It is sho~n that such a model can account
for the anomalous low-temperature specific heat observed in high-T, YBa2Cu307 —~ superconductors.

Several publications have emphasized the role of elec-
tron-phonon coupling of the apex oxygen atoms in high-T,
superconductors (HTSC). ' Pyramidal apex oxygen
atoms are present in the majority of HTSC although the
various cuprates have different ratios of apex to total oxy-
gen atoms in the unit cell. Hereafter I focus on the
YBa2Cu307 —b systems, the most investigated among the
HTSC. In YBa2Cu307 s, the linear-chain oxygen atoins
are particularly mobile and a percentage of the oxygen
atoms may tunnel, providing the relevant low-energy exci-
tations for this compound at low temperatures. Raman-
scattering experiments have shown that the coupling con-
stants of the apex oxygen atoms are not particularly large,
at least near the I point of the Brillouin zone. Therefore,
high transition temperatures should not be ascribed solely
to strong electron-phonon coupling. Tunneling systems
(TS) have been observed by acoustic methods in

YBa2Cu307 —s below 1 K. The presence of two Cu-O(4)
distances, indicative of a double well, has also been de-
tected in the experimental extended x-ray-absorption
fine-structure (EXAFS) spectra of YBa2Cu307 s. The
EXAFS spectra have been analyzed in the range
10~ T ~ 105 K by using a double-well potential for the
O(4) atom. The best fit to the data is obtained by as-
suming a separation of 0.13 A between the minima of the
double well. A special role for the O(4) atom is also sug-
gested by infrared refiectivity studies, Raman scatter-
ing,

" and electron-energy-loss experiments. An anoma-
lous broadening of the linewidth of the apex-oxygen-atom
stretching mode has been observed in the superconduct-
ing state for phonon energies larger than that of the gap.
The presence of anharmonic phonons below T, should be
related to the breaking of Cooper pairs.

In this paper, a model is presented in which the low-

energy excitations provided by the apex oxygen atoms are
coupled to the electronic degrees of freedom involved in
the superconducting transition. The model is applied to
calculate the low-temperature specific heat of YBa2Cu3-
07 —b superconductors, which exhibit an anomalous finite
linear contribution. ' This unconventional behavior is
common to several HTSC and it seems to be due at least
partly to some intrinsic mechanism. So far, a clear ex-
planation of this feature is still lacking. Unconventional
superconductivity'' has been invoked to explain the finite
linear term, but it has been shown' that the resonating-
valence-bond theory is also consistent with a vanishing

linear term. Here, I suggest that the TS associated with
the stretching vibrations of the apex oxygen atoms may
account for the finite linear term in YBa2Cu307 —s colil-
pounds, below 10 K.

In order to explain the physical properties of A 15 corn-
pounds, Yu and Anderson' have proposed a local phonon
model in which a single atom interacts strongly with a
Fermi gas of spinless electrons. The strong electron-
phonon coupling in the normal state of the A15 com-
pounds leads to the formation of double-well potentials
and anharmonic phonons. I believe that the local phonon
model should be reconsidered to describe the TS that are
present in the superconducting state of the HTSC. How-
ever, one has to note that the existence of TS should not
be necessarily ascribed to a strong-coupling regime and so
far, the origin of the TS in HTSC is not understood. '4

I assume the existence of a superconducting state,
below a given critical temperature T„which can be de-
scribed in the framework of the BCS theory. The interac-
tion between the local phonon and the mates of the Coop-
er pair can be described by

0 XQ
H„ph = —g 8 t(k')

~ () B(k),
k, k'

where X is the electron-phonon coupling and Q is the one-
dimensional (1D) atomic displacement (along the c axis
for the apex oxygen atom). B(k) is a two-component field
operator,

B(k) =
Ck

with cq and cq the creation and annihilation operators for
electrons with momentum k; a particular choice of spin in-
dices has been made to simplify the notation. The diago-
nal matrix elements can be absorbed into the noninteract-
ing Hamiltonian HO=H„,,+H, ~, where H„, describes a
local Einstein oscillator and H„~ represents the supercon-
ducting bath of Cooper pairs. In the normal state, it has
been shown' that the electrons provide a double-well po-
tential for the atom which hops back and forth between
the minima of the TS. When the atom hops, the electrons
tend to follow it to recover equilibrium. This implies
time-retarded electron-phonon interactions and the break-
down of the adiabatic approximation. In the supercon-
ducting state, to lowest order in the coupling constant, the
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r(r ) = dENSC(F)r(F. , i), (4)

with

E=E,=fg'+~(T)'j '"
ENsc(E) =N((

[ 2 ( ) 2) ig ~

r(E, r) = — [e '[e(r) —f(E))~(T)
2E

—e'[e(.) —f(—&)Il .

(5)

Ez and gq are the quasiparticle and electron energies, re-

spectively; h(T) is the gap function of the BCS theory;
Nsc(E) and N(g) are the densities of states in the super-
conducting and normal state, respectively; e(r) is the
step function; and f(E) is the Fermi distribution. I (E, r )
is the Fourier transform of the anomalous Green function
which defines the gap function in a uniform medium. ' In
absence of applied fields, I —= I t; this justifies the factor 2

in Eq. (3), which accounts for the two possible choices of
spin indices in Eq. (2).

Standard path-integral techniques' ' can be used to
integrate out the electronic degrees of freedom. In order
to evaluate the dr integral in Eq. (3), one has to specify
the function Q(r ) which describes the quantum tunneling
of the atom between the two minima of the TS. I consider
the class of linear hopping paths with an even number of
hops. This simplifies the mathematical procedure and re-
tains the essential physics. ' '

Let us define ro, the time for hopping between the two
minima —Qo and +Qii, then

Q(. ) = —g.+ (.—r;),2QO

To

where t; is the instant at which the ith hop starts. The
condition Q(P) =Q(0), ensures that each path has an
even number of hops. To obtain the full partition function
(ZT) one has to integrate over the times t; and sum over
all possible even number of hops. Finally, by increasing
ro or, equivalently, by decreasing the temperature, the
short scale fluctuations are cut off and the dominant path
(atom sitting in a well) is approached. The scaling tech-
niques allow one to renormalize electron-phonon coupling
and hopping probability as a function of temperature.
Details of the method are given elsewhere. The parti-
tion function which I have derived is

pMr0 Qo
ZT =Z,~exp

2
w(T)p

2

where M is the apex-oxygen-atom mass and e is the fre-

partition function of the system is given by

ep
Z =Z.exp —2, dr U(r )r(r ), (3)

where Zo is the partition function for the Hamiltonian 00,
P is the inverse temperature, and r is the time according
to the Matsubara Green-functions method; ' U(r )
—=XQ(r) and Q(r) describes a fixed path for the atom.
I (r ) is given by

quency of the local phonon; A, and p are the renormalized
coupling constant and hopping probability, respectively:

X =2XQONOA(T) p,

p = [4e/(d, (T)P jg exp[ —
2 Mco Qo

x [P '(2/A ai) —2P/31[ .

(8)

No is the unrenormalized electron density of states at the
Fermi energy and e is the Euler number. Z, ~

is the parti-
tion function for the system of Cooper pairs described by
H, ~. The contributions associated with H„, appear in the
exponential functions of Eqs. (7) and (8). The physics of
the inodel is contained in Eqs. (8). In the superconduct-
ing state, the local phonon vibrations are coupled to the
Cooper pairs and the temperature dependence of the cou-
pling is governed by A(T)P. By decreasing the tempera-
ture the coupling increases and the hopping probability is
slightly reduced. Physically, it means that the vibrational
mode hardens because of the interactions with the quasi-
particle excitations of the surrounding superconducting
bath. However, the tendency to hop is still present at low
temperatures (below 10 K) where the TS provide the
relevant low-energy excitations of the system. This pic-
ture may be of interest also in connection with the mecha-
nism of breaking of the Cooper pairs. Pair-breaking
effects offer additional decay channels for the vibrational
mode and the local phonon becomes anharmonic. A de-
tailed description of A, and P as a function of the input pa-
rameters will be reported on in a next paper. Here, con-
sistent with the experimental indications, I assume that
the apex oxygen phonon mode has an energy Aco=40
meV (Ref. I) and that No=2 states/eVatom. ' The
minimum of the double-well potential is chosen at Qo
=0.065 A (Ref. 8) and the unrenormalized electron-
phonon coupling is 1, =7.35 meVA '. These parameters
yield, for the O(4) stretching vibration, a dimensionless
coupling constant A=0.01 as determined by Raman-
scattering experiments. Such a value lies in the relatively
weak coupling range and therefore justifies the use of low
order perturbation theory in Eq. (3).

From Eq. (7), one can calculate the constant-volume
specific heat C,, =C,~+C~ph where C,~

is the well-known
result of the BCS theory and C[ph originates from the local
phonon and from its coupling to the superconducting bath.
So far, the existence of a single Einstein oscillator has
been assumed. Therefore, to allow a comparison with ex-
perimental data, a lattice contribution C~,. «=bT should
be realistically added to C, The coefficient b determines
the zero-temperature Debye temperature eD(0) of the
system. I fix b =0.02 m3 K g-at. ' which yields
GD(0) =459.8 K for YBa2Cui07. This value is among
the largest measured for YBa2Cui07-q sainples.

In Fig. 1, C~,. tt and C,, are separately plotted as a func-
tion of temperature. At 15 K, C, ~

is 3 orders of magnitude
smaller than Cmph so that C,, can be identified with CIph in
the low-temperature range which is here considered.
Three curves are shown for C~ph corresponding to three
choices of the zero-temperature gap A(0). By increasing
h(0), C~~h is lowered. This can be understood by noting
that large gaps tend to decrease the hopping probability in

Eq. (8) and therefore discourage the apex-oxygen-atom
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FIG. 1. Specific heat vs temperature in YBa2Cu307 —b super-
conductor. The solid line refers to the lattice term Cl„. &I. The
tunneling systems contribution C~» is plotted for three selected
values of the zero-temperature gap A(0).
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FIGG. 2. Sommerfeld parameter C/T vs T in YBa2Cu307-~
superconductor, for three values of the input parameter 1.QO.
The ratio h(D)/KqT, 1.8 is assumed. Th e experimental data
(a) are taken from Ref. 24.

motton; the effectiveness of the tunneling systetns is re-
duced accordingly and their contribution to the specific

eat is lowered. Here I see the connection between TS
an pair-breaking effects: the TS are effective in breaking
Cooper pairs whose energy is comparable with a typical
tunneling energy, say 10-20 meV. A fraction of electron-
ic states may be recovered in the low-temperature super-
conducting state as a consequence of pairs breaking.

In this picture, BCS gap values emphasize the role of
t e TS but also larger gaps (see Fig. 1) may be consistent
wit this model. Below 10 K, the lattice term is negligible
and the TS are the relevant low-energy excitations which
determine the total specific heat. In Fi . 2 th
h(0)/K T =1 8

'.8 ts assumed and the Sommerfeld parame-
ter C~T &C=C +&C —C~~h+Ct.„«g vs T is presented for three2

different choices of the input parameter A, go. The experi-
mental data, referring to sample Jo136 of YBa2Cu307
in Ref. 24, are also reported in Fig. 2. Although the mea-
sured specific-heat values are sample dependent and in-

cond
creased by impurity phases, all the YBa Cu 0—a2 u3 7 —$ super-
con uctors exhibit a linear low-temperature specific heat
and the majority of them also shows an upturn in C/T at
very low temperatures. For the moment, the available
experimental data scatter too much and quantitative com-
parisons between theory and experitnent are therefore

premature. Nonetheless, it is interesting that the pro-
posed model accounts for the size of the linear term, for
realistic values of the input parameters. Also the upturn
in C/T emerges at low temperatures as a result of the TS
contribution.

In conclusion, a model has been formulated in which
the tunneling states due to the apex-oxygen-atom motion
are coupled to the order parameter of the supercond t'on uc ing
s a e. The partition function of the system has been de-
rived by using a path-integral formulation and the specific
heat has been calculated for YBa2Cu307 —q compounds
th e low-temperature limit. A finite linear term has been

3 7 —b compoun s in

ound in agreement with the experimental indications.
is result suggests that the low-energy excitat' d t'aions ue o

e may be eA'ective in breaking a fraction of the
Cooper pairs in the superconducting state. The TS can
therefore be responsible for the observed linear specific

eat in YBa2Cu307-b compounds. However, the relation
between apex oxygen atoms and the finite linear term also
should be investigated for the other families of HTSC.
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